Elegantly delivering
for fast fashion.

Last-mile agility and flexibility for one of
the biggest fashion brands in the world

About the Company
One of the top 3 largest worldwide fast fashion brands was looking for a
delivery solution that could maximize their last-mile customers’ experience in
alignment with their fast-moving design philosophy. Their Brand’s value chain
has been built on quickly adapting to new trends, successfully forecasting
stock requirements and adapting to external factors.

From clothing design to delivery
The Retailer business focus was to provide the same level of speed offered in
the production, also in the last-mile, aligning their brand positioning all way
through clothing design to delivery: Milkman Technologies fully met these
expectations. 

The core of this partnership is the Milkman Tracking Page, developed to better
communicate with customers, providing real-time information and ensuring a
high level of consumer interaction.  


To streamline the purchase processes, Retailers tend to simplify as much as
possible the checkout customer experience, generating a high level of delivery
failure due to incomplete or misspelt addresses. Milkman Geocoding
Algorithms were the right solution for this Retailer. The technology allows to
reduce ambiguity by automatically asking customers the correct addresses
through the Tracking Page.

Digitize operational instructions
In order to reduce claims and failed deliveries, Milkman Home-Delivery
Platform allowed this fast-fashion Retailer to align their branded experience
from checkout to doorstep, collecting high customer ratings. Customers would
be able now to
8% change the date of their delivery
10% change or refine the address
5% insert further information
20% specify the working hours of their doorman/shop/office
20% leave a post-delivery rating 



MILKMAN tracking
page relevant figures
Suggest doorman or
opening hours
20 %
Leave post-delivery rating
20 %
Address change
10 %
Date change
8%

About Milkman

We offer technology and

expertise for designing optimal
delivery experiences to logistics
teams and organizations.
Milkman Home-Delivery
Platform is the solution to help
meet and exceed customers'
expectations cost-effectively by
providing technology for
orchestrating choice, control,
convenience, and price along the
supply chain, leveraging our
unique expertise in routing
optimization and GPS Tracking.

Milkman was founded in 2015
and now counts €35 million in
funding, international clients
and offices across Europe. In
2019 partnered with Poste
Italiane (Italy’s National Post) to
provide same-day and
scheduled deliveries services. 

Milkman has been named as
Sample Vendor in 2020 and 2021
Gartner Reports for Supply
Chain Technologies and TMS
provider. 


Among its Clients are
Internationally famous Brands
such as:

By digitizing information, issues are often prevented. The customer finds an
immediate call to action for scheduling the next try if the delivery fails. 


This strategic collaboration with Milkman Technologies drastically reduced the
Retailer’s claim rate decrease (only 1% of failed deliveries) especially during
peak period times generated by the pandemic.

Thanks to Milkman Home-Delivery Platform this Retailer now delivers in
multiple cities offering all these great delivery functionalities, with further
expansion plans.

Winner of LinkedIn TOP Startups
2020 - Italy, Tech 5 Country
Winner 2020: Hottest Scale-Up
in Italy, Tech Tour Mobility Award
2019 for Top Presenting
Company, Innova Retail Award
2019 - Best Startup, Netcomm
Award 2018 - Best Service,
Netcomm Award 2017 - Best
Innovation.

Milkman Home-Delivery Platform

Commerce and logistics integration at the point-of-sale
is enabling dynamic choice of convenience and cost.




Deep business insights are driving better planning of
last-mile logistics and transportation.




Effective communication based on the customer’s

unique needs and preferences drives a better experience
from purchase to delivery.

Contact us:
marketing@milkmantechnologies.com
www.milkmantechnologies.com
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